
Crystal Kay, Guardian Angel
Monday Friday
Downstairs

 

  
 (My Guardian Angel)

[]

* 
 My Guardian Baby

 My Guardian Angel

I know (I know that)

(Don't turn back away from baby) 

* repeat

 My Guardian Baby

  
 (My Guardian Angel)

&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==Romaji==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Monday Friday mirenai  massugu kimi wo
Gakkou Downstairs BAREchau shinzou no oto

(Kokyuu ga okashii no) surechigau 
(Totsuzen ni mo guuzen ni) futari
(SUROO MOOSHON de) kiete iku
(Zutto sagashitsuzuketa) sugata

Furueru mune wo tomete ima sugu  
moshimo iru no nara (My Guardian Angel)
Koukai nado shitaku wa nai kara
ippo fumidaseru  yuuki ga hoshii

(Nanika ga kawarisou) mezameta you ni
(MAMA ni kikasarete ita) watashi
(Otogibanashi owaru) mou jikan da wa



(Onna ni umareta koto) shitta

* Imagoro  kimi wa nani o shiteru no?
negai kanau nara My Guardian Baby
Tomadoi to yume to nemurenai hibi
itsuka kugurinuke  tsutaetai
Furueru mune o tomete mamotte
soba ni iru no nara  My Guardian Angel
Wasureru koto nado dekinai kara
konna yoru wo koe  tsuyoku naru

I know (I know that)
Sou desho?  Watashi no kono kimochi  kizuiteru
ijiwaru wa shinaide ne  furimuite
Oshiete  nee douka  dou shitara ii no ka
(Don't turn back away from baby)  wakaranai
tada omoi wa tsunoru dake

* repeat

Imagoro  kimi wa nani o shiteru no?
negai kanau nara My Guardian Baby
Tomadoi to yume to nemurenai hibi
itsuka kugurinuke  tsutaetai
Furueru mune o tomete imasugu
moshimo iru no nara  My Guardian Angel
Koukai nado shitaku wa nai kara
ippo fumidaseru  yuuki ga hoshii
&lt;/lyrics&gt;

==Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Monday, Friday I can't see you in front of me
Downstairs at school, you're going to discover the sound of my heart

(My breath is funny) we pass each other by
(Suddenly, coincidentally) we
(in slow motion) disappear
(I always continued to look) for your figure

Stop my quivering heart right now
if you're here (My Guardian Angel)
I don't want to regret it, so
I want the courage to be able to take a step forward

(Something seems to change) it's like I woke up
I (was asked by my mom)
(The fairytale ends) it's time already
I knew (I was born as a woman)

* What are you doing around this time?
If my wish is granted [you're] My Guardian Baby
Doubt, dreams, sleepless days--
I want to pass them by someday &amp; tell you
Stop my quivering heart and protect me
if you're by my side, My Guardian Angel
I can't forget, so
I'll pass this night &amp; become strong

I know (I know that)
It's true, right?  that you noticed my feelings
Don't be mean, ok? Don't turn away
Tell me please, what should I do?
(Don't turn back away from baby) I don't know
My love just grows



* repeat

What are you doing around this time?
If my wish is granted [you're] My Guardian Baby
Doubt, dreams, sleepless days--
I want to pass them by someday &amp; tell you
Stop my quivering heart right now
if you're here (My Guardian Angel)
I don't want to regret it, so
I want the courage to be able to take a step forward
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